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Creativity is often regarded as an activity that is closely related to making new products
in various forms. It is a multidimensional concept that is important at various levels:
Physiological, cognitive, emotional, motivational, social, economic, etc. (e.g. Armbruster, 1989;
Amabile, 2000; Csikszentmihalyi, 1999; Martindale, 1999; Perry – Smith, Shalley, 2003;
Plucker, Renzulli, 1999; Simonton, 2001; Sternberg, Lubart, 1999; Ward, Smith, Finke, 1999;
Williams, Yang, 1999).
A crucial point in creativity research is the examination of its parameters. One of the
most important quantitative characteristics of creativity is fluency: The more ideas a person
generates, the more unique ideas can be found among these (Osborn, 1957). One more
quantitative parameter is flexibility, or the number of semantic categories that generated ideas
belong to. Originality, which is the degree of novelty and innovative potential of new ideas, and
feasibility, being the relevance of ideas to the topic or potential to be implemented in a practical
way, are the most important qualitative characteristics of creativity (Rietzschel, Nijstad, Stroebe,
2007).
An important factor of individual creativity is an encouraging environment that may
enhance creative abilities. A concept of the “creative knowledge environment” focuses on
cognitive aspects of this process. It is regarded as a context or surroundings that affect a person’s
creative abilities in a positive way (Hemlin, Allwood, Martin, 2008). This sort of environment
can be produced and supported in a group context.

Group creativity
One of the most popular modes of group creative activity is brainstorming. Osborn
(1957), the founder of this concept, regarded it as a method of group problem solving and idea
generation, which could considerably increase both the quality and quantity of generated ideas.
If one sees creativity as the ability to think in a divergent way, a group seems to be a source that
provides individuals with a unique opportunity to bring together their experience, knowledge,
and opinions. In these conditions a group can produce unique conceptual combinations (Paulus,
Coskun, 2011).
But numerous experimental studies have revealed shortcomings of the method. Among
them are evaluation apprehension, free riding, production blocking, and matching (Diehl,
Stroebe, 1991). One more disadvantage of brainstorming that is inherent to almost all kinds of
group creative activity is that group members concentrate their discussion mostly on ordinary
ideas and perspectives. In this case, unique ideas could be underestimated (Paulus, Coskun,
2011). So brainstorming seems to be not as effective as it has appeared earlier (Brown, Paulus,
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2002; Craig, Kelly, 1999; DeRosa, Smith, Hantula, 2007; Diehl, Stroebe, 1991; Litchfield, 2009;
Nijstad, Stroebe, Lodewijkx, 2002). Despite the effects of inspiration and mutual emotional
stimulation, creative performance in nominal groups, where participants work alone, could be
higher than in face-to-face brainstorming groups (Diehl, Stroebe, 1987; Lamm, Trommsdorf,
1973; Mullen, Johnson, Salas, 1991).
The crucial factor that influences the productivity of a brainstorming session is the size of
the group. It has been shown that there is no improvement in performance if a group’s size
increases from 5 to 9 persons. The best size of a small group to perform verbal brainstorming is 6
individuals or less (Aiken, Vanjani, Paolillo, 1996). Inhibiting effects, which often take place in
a brainstorming session, are small in dyads, but increase rapidly with group size (Nijstad,
Stroebe, Lodewijkx, 1999; Coskun et al., 2000).
Some negative effects of face-to-face communication in a brainstorming session could
disappear when participants exchange their ideas with each other in a salient written way. This
modification of the brainstorming method, which is known as brainwriting, has the following
advantages: Participants can work simultaneously, because they do not need to wait to articulate
their ideas as in traditional brainstorming; brainwriting provides individuals with more
anonymity; there is no risk that one or a few participants will dominate (Aiken, Vanjani, Paolillo,
1996); and this procedure minimizes the risk of conflicts and neutralizes status differentials
(Heslin, 2009).
There is one more method of group creative activity, namely electronic brainstorming
(EBS). Interest in EBS has been increasing over the last decade. This method is free from the
many drawbacks of traditional brainstorming. But numerous studies concerned with comparing
the efficiency of traditional and electronic brainstorming have obtained controversial results. On
the one hand, EBS looks more effective because it gives participants opportunities to
communicate in parallel ways, fix ideas just upon their appearance, work in anonymous
conditions, get additional information to produce more qualitative ideas, be free from
apprehension effects, etc. (Benedek, Fink, Neubauer, 2006; Kerr, Murthy, 2009). On the other
hand, face-to-face brainstorming provides group members with emotional contacts and
nonverbal communication. There is also no necessity for them to type new ideas, and so on.
Taking into account the fact that each of the mentioned methods of group creativity has
both advantages and disadvantages, and that studies comparing them provide us with
controversial results, they need to be examined in more detail and compared with each other in
more specific conditions.
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Cognitive aspects of idea sharing
Research on group creativity and idea sharing concentrates on analyzing the
characteristics of a group, including structure, diversity, size, cohesiveness, cooperation,
autonomy, etc. (Cooper, Jayatilaka, 2006). It also analyzes characteristics of a task, referring to
structure, time pressure, complexity, and conditions, as well as analyzes the personal
characteristics of individuals participating in the process, meaning creativity, intelligence, and
cognitive style. Various combinations of these factors determine to a considerable degree the
effectiveness and productivity of a creative group activity.
Under the conditions of this kind of activity, cognitive stimulation takes place when the
ideas of others serve to activate a subject’s own relevant knowledge. The process of idea
generation requires individuals to use their memory. It is clear that the retrieval of necessary
relevant information from memory is one of the most important points of the process: An
individual cannot generate any feasible ideas without any knowledge of the topic (Brown,
Paulus, 2002). There are a number of models of activation of one’s memory and knowledge
network during idea sharing (e.g.Tennyson, Breuer, 2002). At the earlier stages of the idea
generation process, a partner’s ideas could be regarded by an individual as being not as valuable
and useful as at later stages. The more ideas an individual has been producing, the more
difficulties he/she may face during the process of generating each new idea. At this stage, the
ideas of other’s can activate related categories and potential ideas in his or her memory and
knowledge network (Kohn, Paulus, Choi, 2011). At the same time, an individual can regard as
his or her own ideas those that have been produced by his or her group mates beforehand. This
phenomenon is known as “unconscious plagiarism” (Kohn, Smith, 2011).
The process of retrieving relevant information was taken into account in a theory of idea
generation proposed by Nijstad, Stroebe, and Lodewijkx (2002) and entitled SIAM (Search for
Ideas in Associative Memory). According to this theory, the process of idea generation
comprises two stages. At the first stage, knowledge activation takes place. At the second stage,
an individual produce his or her own idea.
A number of papers have studied the role of attention in creative group processes. In a
group context, attention could be focused on individual’s own ideas, on the ideas of other group
members, and on interpersonal communication processes (Dugosh et al, 2000). Results from
numerous studies showed that attention and concentration on the task both affect a group’s
creative performance in a positive way. On the other hand, focusing on a task can influence the
productivity of a creative group activity in a negative way in some specific conditions. For
example, task-focus when pressed for time can prevent group members from modification and
developing generated ideas (Kelly, Karau, 1993). There are some other models of attention as a
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factor of a creative group activity. For example, it might be seen as the probability that an
individual takes into account another person’s idea when he or she is generating his or her own
ones (Brown, Paulus, 2002).
An essential factor of creative group performance is the characteristics of ideas
exchanged. This factor affects the particular parameters of creativity of those individuals who are
involved in creative group activities. One of the characteristics that are important in this context
is a variety of considered categories. It was discovered by Baruah and Paulus (2011) that groups
that had been given a small amount of stimulus categories produced more ideas, used more
semantic categories, and performed better in clustering similar ideas than did groups where
participants focused on one unique category. Concentration on a limited number of categories
could lead to deeper exploration within each of them and, consequently, to generating more
novel ideas (Rietzschel, Nijstad, Stroebe, 2007).
One more promising aspect in group creativity and idea sharing is examining the
semantic aspects of idea exchange (Coskun et al, 2000).
The experiment reported here was designed to further examine the impact of various
characteristics of the idea sharing process on individual creativity. We hypothesize that the
parameters of individual creativity are influenced by the semantic characteristics of the ideas of
others and also by the mode of idea sharing. We expected that ideas with a high level of
originality influence individual creativity in a positive way, while common ideas influence
creativity mainly in a negative way. In accordance with one more of our assumptions, absurd
ideas could stimulate individual creative performance.

Method
Participants and design
Three hundred and thirty-one undergraduates participated in the experiment – 178
females and 153 males, with ages ranging from 14 to 25 years (M=17.92, SD=2.90). Participants
were not informed about the purpose of the study.
We assessed the influence of idea sharing on particular parameters of individual creativity in
an idea-exposure paradigm, which is often used to provide respondents with the products of
other people’s creative activity (Kohn, Paulus, Choi, 2011).
The design of the study involved a manipulation of semantic characteristics of stimulus
ideas. Stimuli with low levels of originality, with high levels of originality, and with absurd
content had been presented to participants. We also varied the mode of idea exposure using
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computer and paper mediation, and the condition of face-to-face communication, as well.
Stimulus ideas were presented to participants as other people’s ideas.
For each mode of idea exposure, participants were randomly assigned to groups where
stimuli with various semantic characteristics were presented. The size of each group of
participants can be seen in Table 1.

Table 1
Sizes of experimental groups
Condition
Computer
mediation

Low-originality High-originality
ideas
ideas
50
46

Absurd
ideas
36

Total
132

Paper
mediation

40

39

42

121

Face-to-face
communication

17

24

16

57

Total

107

109

94

310

The control group consisted of 21 participants.

Materials
We assessed participant creativity by using a psychometric paradigm. We used the Russian
version of J.Guilford’s “Unusual uses” verbal test of creative thinking (Averina, Shcheblanova,
1996). This test comprises two parallel and interchangeable forms. The first form requires a
respondent to think up the maximum number of unusual applications for the first object –
standard newspaper. In the second form a respondent should carry out the same task for another
object – a wooden ruler.
In the course of individual creativity diagnostics, we analyzed the following parameters by
means of quantitative measures as suggested by J.Guilford:
 fluency - the total number of ideas proposed by a participant;
 flexibility - the quantity of semantic categories that the proposed ideas relate to;
 originality - singularity and statistical rarity of the proposed ideas.
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Originality was scored by using a five-point scale on tables assumed in the Russian version of
the test.
Stimulus ideas relevant to the task were subdivided into 3 semantic categories with the
following procedure. Stimulus ideas with either a low- or high-level of originality were selected
in accordance with psychometric principles as proposed by J.Guilford himself. Stimuli belonging
to these semantic categories were taken from the list of ideas that had been included by Averina
and Shcheblanova into tables for processing obtained data (Averina, Shcheblanova, 1996). We
regarded as stimuli with a low level of originality those ideas with a score of 1 from the tables
(e.g. “To make a cross”), and as stimuli with a high level of originality those ideas with a score
of 5 (e.g. “To make a sole for an old shoe”), respectively. Dugosh and Paulus (2005) in their
experiment used common and unique stimulus ideas, as well. Unlike us, they did not manipulate
the mode of idea exposure (participants got stimuli on computer screens only and typed
generated ideas on keyboards).
Stimulus ideas belonging to the third type of semantic characteristics were taken from our
prior studies on this topic. We selected 40 ideas from participants that seemed to be the most
absurd and unfeasible from previous experiments. Afterwards, 14 untrained persons in a group
discussion selected the 11 most absurd ideas concerning unusual application of a wooden ruler
from the list (e.g. “To imagine that it is a person and speak with it”).

Procedure
The experiment had two stages. At the first stage, all participants performed the first task for
assigned 6 minutes: To generate the maximum number of unusual applications of a standard
newspaper. At the second stage, for the same amount of time they thought up various unusual
applications for a wooden ruler while being exposed to stimulus ideas. In accordance with the
instruction, while performing their own tasks, participants could use the information obtained
from the stimulus material to their own discretion.
Computer-mediated idea exposure. Participants who were exposed to stimuli under
computer-mediated conditions read stimulus ideas that appeared on computer screens. The
stimuli were exposed to them sequentially. Participants had been previously informed that other
persons were generating ideas within the same electronic brainstorming session. The procedure
of idea exposure was as follows. Each participant started to generate new ideas and typed them
on the keyboard of a computer. After he or she typed the next generated idea, a new stimulus
idea of appropriate content appeared on the computer screen immediately. If a participant had
not typed the next idea within 20 sec, the next stimulus idea appeared on the screen. If it had
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taken less than 6 min for a participant to produce 11 ideas while reading stimulus ideas one by
one, then he or she continued the process without any stimulation up to the moment when the
assigned time ran out.
Paper-mediated idea exposure. Participants who were exposed to stimuli under paper-mediated
conditions received instruction to produce their own ideas concerning uncommon applications of
the wooden ruler after reading stimulus material printed on a sheet of paper for 1 minute. They
were told that another participant of the experiment had produced these exposed ideas earlier.
Each subject had access to the list with these ideas and was able to see them until the end of the
experiment.
Idea exposure under conditions of face-to-face communication. Participants who were
exposed to stimulus ideas under conditions of face-to-face communication participated in a
dyadic creative activity. One member of each dyad was the specially trained experimenter
assistant who imitated creative activity by “producing” stimulus ideas and articulating them to a
naive participant. In fact, these ideas had been memorized by the experimenter assistant
beforehand. All discussions in the face-to-face idea generation sessions were audio recorded.
Control group. In the control group participants did not get any stimulus ideas at all. But
for 6 minutes under the creativity diagnostics procedure they thought up unusual applications of
both a newspaper and a wooden ruler, respectively.

Results
The means and standard deviations of participant fluency, flexibility, and originality
scores for each group are reported in Table 2.

Differences between groups
A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with all groups showed that there were no
differences between groups for fluency scores at the first stage of the experiment (before the
experimental influence) (p>0.05). But we did find differences for flexibility (F (9, 321)=3.18;
p<0.005) and originality scores (F(9, 321)=10.8; p<0.001). For flexibility scores, we excluded the
group with paper-mediated exposure of highly creative ideas from the analysis. After that we
found differences between groups with marginal significance (p=0.048).
For originality scores, Duncan’s post-hoc test revealed two homogenous types of groups:
1) Three groups with computer mediation; and, 2) All other groups. One of the reasons why we
performed separate analyses of variance on originality scores for groups with computer-mediated
exposure of stimulus ideas was the revealed differences between groups with computer mediation
and other groups.
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Originality
A three-factor (stage of the experiment × mode of idea exposure × semantic
characteristics of stimuli) repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) on originality scores
yielded main effects for the semantic characteristics of the stimuli (F(2, 321) = 10. 24; p<0.001),
for mode of exposure of the stimulus material (F (2, 321) =85.17; p<0.001), and for the stage of
the experiment (F (1, 321) =62.56; p<0.001). A significant interaction effect for the stage of the
experiment and semantic characteristics of stimuli was found: F (2, 321) = 5.65; p<0.005. In
accordance with the goals of our study, we regarded this interaction effect as the most important
one.

Table 2
Means and standard deviations of scores of creativity parameters across
conditions
Low originality

High originality

Absurd

Total

Condition

Fluency

Stage 1
Computer
mediation

10.32
(5.01

Stage
2
8.44
(4.01)

Stage 1
10.48
(5.01)

Stage
2
9.48
(5.11)

Stage
1
8.83
(4.46)

Stage
2
7.78
(3.42)

Stage
1
9.97
(4.88)

Stage
2
8.62
(4.31)

Paper
mediation

11.70
(4.57)

10.20
(4.00)

10.49
(4.37)

8.95
(3.62)

11.79
(5.48)

10.98
(4.43)

11.34
(4.84)

10.07
(4.09)

Face-to-face
communication

12.12
(5.12)

13.06
(6.88)

11.46
(3.89)

12.62
(3.99)

13.25
(5.29)

18.44
(7.20)

12.16
(4.67)

14.39
(6.37)

Total

11.12
(4.88)

9.83
(4.81)

10.69
(4.53)

9.98
(4.57)

10.90
(5.31)

11.02
(5.91)
10.19
(3.69)

9.62
(5.08)

Flexibility

Control group

Computer
mediation

6.96
(3.14

7.28
(4.65)

6.91
(2.87)

7.48
(3.53)

5.78
(2.84)

6.33
(2.43)

6.62
(2.99)

7.09
(3.76)

Paper
mediation

6.32
(1.99)

5.60
(1.71)

4.95
(1.67)

5.05
(1.90)

5.48
(2.06)

6.02
(2.04)

5.59
(1.99)

5.57
(1.92)

Face-to-face
communication

6.00
(1.41)

5.94
(2.30)

6.33
(1.58)

6.25
(1.73)

7.06
(1.81)

7.94
(2.46)

6.44
(1.63)

6.63
(2.25)

Total

6.57
(2.54)

6.44
(3.53)

6.08
(2.39)

6.34
(2.87)

5.86
(2.40)

6.47
(2.34)
5.76
(1.95)

5.71
(1.82)

1.94
(0.55)

2.30
(0.68)

Control group

Ori
gin
alit
y

Computer
mediation

1.96
(0.51

2.26
(0.68)

1.96
(0.60)

2.58
(0.58)

1.88
(0.55)

2.01
(0.67)
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Paper
mediation

2.58
(0.71)

2.99
(0.57)

2.57
(0.44)

3.33
(0.53)

2.53
(0.63)

2.89
(0.55)

2.56
(0.60)

3.07
(0.58)

Face-to-face
communication

2.66
(0.69)

2.79
(0.58)

2.61
(0.59)

3.08
(0.50)

2.30
(0.40)

2.71
(0.48)

2.54
(0.59)

2.89
(0.54)

Total

2.30
(0.69)

2.62
(0.71)

2.32
(0.62)

2.96
(0.64)

2.24
(0.63)

2.53
(0.72)
2.63
(0.53)

3.06
(0.77)

Control group

Note. Standard deviations are in parentheses

Planned comparisons for semantic characteristics of stimuli and the stage of the
experiment showed that participants who had been exposed to highly original ideas generated
significantly more original ideas than respondents who had been exposed to stimuli with a low
level of originality (F (1,214) =9.72; p<0.005), and those who had been exposed to absurd ideas
(F (1,201) =11.37; p<0.001), as well.
We performed two additional separate two-factor (stage of the experiment × semantic
characteristics of stimuli; and, stage of the experiment × mode of idea exposure) analyses of
variance (ANOVA) on originality scores (see Table 3). The results revealed significant simple
effects for semantic characteristics of stimuli under conditions of exposure to face-to-face and
computer-mediated ideas, as well as for the mode of ideas exposure under conditions of presenting
all kinds of stimuli (see Table 3). We found a significant interaction effect for the semantic
characteristics of stimuli and the stage of the experiment under conditions of exposure only to
computer-mediated ideas. Planned comparisons showed that there were significant differences in
the dynamics of originality scores under the mentioned condition between groups where highly
original ideas and other kinds of stimuli had been exposed: F (1, 80) =7.42; p<0.01 for comparison
between conditions of exposure to highly creative and absurd ideas; and, F(1, 94)=4.04; p<0.05
for comparison between conditions of presenting stimuli with a high- and low-level of originality,
respectively.

Fluency
Taking into account that Levene’s test for equality of variances for fluency scores
revealed a lack of homogeneity, we conducted two separate repeated measures of variance
analyses (ANOVA) for each condition (stage of the experiment × semantic characteristics of
stimuli; and, stage of the experiment × mode of idea exposure). The F-values for significant
effects and their associated p-values for each source of variance are presented in Table 3.
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Results yielded significant simple effects on fluency scores for the semantic
characteristics of stimuli under conditions of face-to-face communication and for the mode of
stimuli exposure under conditions of presenting ideas with a high level of originality. We found
significant interaction effects on fluency for the mode of idea exposure and stage of the
experiment under all conditions (p < 0.10 for each of them).
Planned comparisons revealed significant differences in the dynamics of fluency scores
between face-to-face and mediated conditions of idea exposure. We did not find a significant
difference between conditions of computer and paper mediation (p>0.5), but there were
significant differences between conditions of face-to-face communication and computer
mediation (F (1, 187) = 26.96; p < 0.001), as well as between face-to-face communication and
paper mediation (F (1, 176) = 28.05; p < 0.001).

Table 3
F-values for significant effects and their associated p-values
Source of variance

Condition

Fluency

Flexibility

Originality

5.27**

4.17**

2.45*

Computer mediation

2.36*

18.53***

Paper mediation

4.70*

Paper mediation
Semantic characteristics
of stimulus ideas

Semantic characteristics
of stimulus ideas × stage
of the experiment
Mode of idea exposure

Face-to-face communication

Face-to-face communication

4.59**

Computer mediation

2.74*

Ideas with low originality

24.28***

Ideas with high originality

2.72*

Ideas with absurd content
Mode of idea exposure ×
stage of the experiment

34.92***
4.81*

Ideas with low originality

3.99*

Ideas with high originality

4.27*

Ideas with absurd content

15.55***

28.94***

*p < 0.10
** p < 0.01
*** p < 0.001

Under conditions of face-to-face communication, there was a significant difference in
fluency scores between groups where absurd and highly original stimuli had been exposed:
F (1, 38) = 5.44; p<0.05. We also found a significant difference in the fluency scores between
groups where absurd and non-original ideas had been presented: F (1, 31) = 4.69; p<0.05.
Planned comparisons showed that for the exposure of highly creative ideas there were
significant differences between face-to-face communication and each mediated condition: F (1,
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61) = 7.39; p < 0.01 for the paper mediation, and F (1,68) = 4.81; p < 0.05 for the computer
mediation, respectively.

Flexibility
We performed two separate two-factor repeated measures analyses of variance (ANOVA)
on flexibility scores. We did this for the same reason and in accordance with the same process
that had been used in the examination of the dynamics of fluency scores.
Results yielded significant simple effects on flexibility scores for semantic characteristics
of stimuli under two conditions: Face-to-face communication and computer mediation (see Table
3). The mode of idea exposure significantly affected flexibility scores under conditions of
exposure to stimuli with absurd content. We found a significant interaction effect for the
semantic characteristics of stimuli and stage of the experiment under paper-mediation conditions.
Planned comparisons showed that there was a significant difference in flexibility scores
between groups where absurd stimulus ideas and stimuli with a low level of originality had been
exposed (F (1, 118) = 9.50; p < 0.05).

Discussion
The results of the study confirmed our prediction about the influence of semantic
characteristics of stimulus ideas on the parameters of individual creativity. We revealed the most
evident effect for this factor on originality scores.
The obtained results confirmed our expectation of the positive influence of highly original
ideas on the originality of individual creative performance. We explain this influence by a
cognitive-social stimulation effect: The cognitive stimulation manifested in a form of the
activation of an individual’s knowledge network and his or her memory. It has been shown
earlier that the ideas of one member of a brainstorming group could activate related ideas in the
mind of other group members (Coskun et al, 2000). The social stimulation took place when an
individual regarded another’s novel ideas as a high external standard. In this condition, an
upward social comparison effect could take place: Motives to perform better were activated, and
individuals tried to attain a higher level of creative activity to follow the high standard (Diehl,
Stroebe, 1987; Paulus et al., 2002). We assume that some peculiarities in the influence of the
upward social comparison on originality scores under conditions of face-to-face idea exposure
existed. One of them was related to an additional comparison mode when an individual
compared not only his or her own ideas with those generated by other person, but him or herself
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with the “author” of these novel ideas. In this condition a blocking of one’s creative activity
could take place for some participants because the results of the comparison might be rather
disappointing for them.
Obtained results showed that, under the condition of computer-mediated idea exposure,
semantic characteristics of stimuli affected originality in a more evident way in comparison with
other modes of idea presentation (see Table 3). This finding could be explained by a lack of
emotional contacts and dominance of verbal communication in conditions of computer
mediation. But these peculiarities were inherent to the paper-mediated mode of idea exposure,
too. The difference between paper and computer mediation in this context was closely related to
sequential organisation of the process of stimulus exposure. Under the condition of computer
mediation it was sequential, but under paper-mediated conditions it was simultaneous. Coskun et
al. (2000) showed that the sequential exposure of stimuli leads to a higher rate of idea generation
than simultaneous exposure does. It might be a promising point for future research on the topic
to examine this effect in more detail for stimuli with different content.
We revealed a significant simple effect on fluency under conditions of face-to-face
communication for the semantic characteristics of stimulus ideas, as well as an interaction effect
for the semantic characteristics of stimuli and the stage of the experiment (see Table 3). These
effects could be caused by specificity of dyadic face-to-face communication: In conditions of
dyadic creative activity, individuals were free from the influence of some inhibiting factors,
which take place in brainstorming groups of a bigger size. One of these inhibiting effects is
social loafing. It appears when individuals in a big brainstorming group become less responsible
for their performance because they could be hardly identified or accounted for (Harkins, Latané,
Williams, 1980; Paulus et al., 2002).
Fluency scores for those participants who had been given stimuli in both mediated ways
tended to decrease. A possible reason for these results seems to be related with time losses that
took place for those participants who were writing or typing generated ideas with low speed.
That was not the case for participants who had been given stimuli under conditions of face-toface communication. They did not need to spend time for writing or typing. But we see one more
possible explanation of decreases in fluency scores for individuals who had been given stimuli in
both mediated modes: They might get tired after doing the required task during the experiment’s
first stage and, when starting to generate ideas at the second stage, they did not get any socialemotional stimulation from partners, as they performed the second task in conditions of dyadic
creative activity.
Revealed differences in the dynamics of fluency sores for mediated and face-to-face
conditions seems also to be in line with the compensatory adaptation theory (CAT), which
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maintained that human brains are more effective in face-to-face communication (Kock, 2007).
This kind of communication provides people with opportunities to exchange information in both
verbal and nonverbal modes. So, in this context, participants who communicated with each other
directly obtained advantages in comparison with those who communicated in mediated ways.
Among groups that were presented with stimuli in conditions of face-to-face
communication, we found the most profound positive changes in fluency scores for those
participants who had been exposed to stimulus ideas with absurd content. These results seem to
partially support the idea of Nijstad, Stroebe, and Lodewijkx, who stated that “…topics with a
relatively large solution space, with many categories of solutions and many possible ideas per
category…, are more likely to show stimulation effects than topics with a small solution space”
(2002, p. 543). The meanings of absurd ideas are mostly ill defined, and they could be
understood and interpreted in various ways. In fact, these ideas embrace a wide solution space,
being at the same time hardly feasible and applicable. Moreover, absurd ideas could be regarded
as examples of overcoming boundaries of stereotypical thinking. Following these examples,
some participants might break the experiment’s instructions, which required them to generate
only feasible ideas. In this case, the fluency of an individual’s creative performance could
increase to a great extent. It would be interesting for future research to examine the dynamics of
fluency scores when a participant breaks the rules of the experiment’s instructions concerning
the generation only of feasible ideas.
In general, results of the study outlined a number of possible ways for the cognitive
stimulation of individual creativity. The appropriate combinations of semantic characteristics for
stimulation with a particulate mode of stimulus exposure could be used in the development of
methods for enhancing creativity.
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